Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
In classical queueing models, servers are always available in the service facility. However in many practical situations servers may become unavailable for a period of time due to a variety of reasons. This period of server absence is called server vacation. i.e., vacation in queueing models represents the period of temporary server absence. There are two major types of vacation mechanism, namely exhaustive and non-exhaustive services. With an exhaustive service, the server cannot take a vacation until the system becomes empty. On the other hand non-exhaustive system, the server can take a vacation between two services, during busy period. In either case, the rules for resuming service vacation completion instant are numerous. Based on these rules the two main vacation policies, framed under the exhaustive service discipline are single and multiple vacation policies.
J.C. Ke (2007) introduced the J-vacation policy in which the server can take finite number of vacations (atmost J) during an idle period. Recently Mytalas and Zazanis (2015) introduced the multiple adapted vacation policy in which the server can take decision whether to go for vacation or stay idle in the system at the end of every vacations. It is characterized by a sequence of probabilities and hence generalizes the other vacation policies with the suitable selection of the parameters.
In Retrial queueing systems, a primary customer who does not get service immediately leaves the service area and come back to the system after some period of time and request for service. An arriving customer, encountering the server busy, join a virtual queue called orbit. Retrial queues play an important role in telephone systems, communication and networking, healthcare, transportation, manufacturing etc. As far as the analytical results are concerned, it is difficult to obtain in retrial queues, but there are great number of numerical and approximation methods. Generally, in queueing systems, the server (human or machine) is subjected to unpredictable breakdowns. As soon as the server breaks down, it will be sent for repair immediately and the system will not work for a short period of time. In the literature of queueing systems with server break downs, two types of behaviours of the customers whose service is interrupted are considered. The first type of behaviour is that, the customers will lose the service completely and will start a new service as soon as the server is fixed. The second behaviour is the customer will stay in the service facility until the server gets repaired and complete the remaining service. In classical queueing theory it is assumed that an arriving customer who cannot get service immediately either joins the waiting line or leaves the system. This leads to loss of customers. However, such customers after some random period of time return to the system and try to get service again. Retrial queues have been introduced to solve this deficiency.
II. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM

A. Model Description 1) Arrival Pattern
The present paper considers an M X /G/1 queueing system in which the arrivals occur in batches in accordance with a time homogeneous Poisson process with random batch size X, group arrival rate λ and probability distribution Pr(X=k)=g k , k=1,2,3… The customers are served one by one according to the order in the queue.
In case of retrial queues, there is no waiting space in front of the server, therefore, if an arriving batch finds the server idle, then one of the arriving customers begins to receive his service immediately and the others leave the service area and enter into "orbit" according to FCFS queue discipline. The customer at the head of the retrial queue competes with potential primary customers, to decide which customer will enter the next service. If a batch of primary customers arrives first, the retrial customers may cancel its attempt for service and either returns to its position in the retrial queue with probability q or quits the system with probability (1-q).
The retrial time of the customer in the retrial queue is generally distributed with distribution function A(t), density function a(t) and LST A*(θ). Further it is assumed that, the retrial times begin only when the server is freely available in the system (i.e., either at the completion instants of services or vacation completion instants). When the server is idle, arriving (new arrival) customers must turn on the server immediately. If the server is found busy or on vacation or in breakdown state, the arriving batch joins the retrial queue according to FCFS discipline.
2) Multiple Adapted Vacation Policy (MAV)
A cycle starts whenever the system becomes empty and the server is deactivated. The deactivated server either leaves the system for a vacation (first vacation) of random length (VI) with probability β 0 or remains idle in the system with probability (1-β 0 ). Upon returning from the vacation, if the server finds atleast one customer waiting in the system(classical queues) or orbit(retrial queues), then busy period of the server starts immediately. Otherwise, if there are no customers found waiting in the queue then the server either joins the system with the probability (1-β 1 ) or takes a new vacation (second vacation) with probability β 1. This pattern continues until atleast one customer is found in the system. Thus the vacation policy is determined by the sequence of probabilities {β i }, i=0, 1, 2,… (i,e.) The vacations have independent duration with common distribution function VI(t) and density function vI(t) of finite moments.
3) Busy Period and Breakdown Period
During busy period, the server provides single service. The service times follow general (arbitrary) distributions with distribution functions S(t) and the density functions s(t)of finite moments E(S k ), k=1,2. The server may breakdown at any time while providing service and the server is sent for repair instantaneously. The service channels will not function for a short interval of time. The service interrupted customer stays in the service facility and server starts the service from where it got interrupted. The breakdowns occur according to the Poisson process with rate α and the repair times (denoted by R) of the server is assumed to be arbitrarily distributed with distribution function R(t), density function r(t) for t≥0.
The customers continue to arrive according to the Compound Poisson process, independent of the state of the system and wait in the queue during the busy period, breakdown period and vacation period. The service completion period of a customer consists of the service time and repair time of the server. Thus a cycle is made up of idle vacation period, busy period and breakdown period. We denote the model by M X /G/1/MAV/breakdown(Resuming service), where MAV denotes the Multiple Adapted Vacation policy. Various stochastic processes involved in the queueing system are assumed to be independent to each other. Using supplementary variable technique the steady state system equations under the steady state condition are analysed and the PGF of the system size is obtained so that various performance measures of the model can be derived from it. 
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The system size at time t λ : Group arrival rate X : Group size random variable g k : Pr(X = k), k = 1, 2, 3, … X(z) : Probability generating function of X.
The notations of Random Variables (RV), Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF), Probability Density Function (PDF), Laplace-StieltjesTransform (LST) and its k th moments of the RVs are listed in Table  (1). If f(x) is the density function of the probability distribution F(x) then
Let VI 0 t , A 0 t , S 0 t and R 0 (t) denote the remaining times of the random variables namely Idle vacation time, retrial time, the service time and repair time respectively.
Let the state of the system at time t be given by Y(t) = 0, 1, 2, 3 according as the server is idle in the system, on vacation during idle time, busy state and break down state respectively. The supplementary variables are introduced in order to obtain a bivariate Markov Process {N(t),(t)} where N(t) denotes the system size at time t and δ t = (0, V 0 t , S 0 t , R 0 t ) according as Y (t) = (0, 1, 2, 3) respectively. Let PI(t) = Pr {Y(t) = 0, N(t) = 0} QI n,j (x, t) dt = Pr {N(t) = n, x <V°(t) ≤ x + dt, Y(t) = 1} ; n ≥ 0 P n (x, t) dt = Pr {N(t) = n, x <S°(t) ≤ x + dt, Y(t) = 2} ; n ≥ 1
In retrial queues the idle state will be PI 0 (t) = Pr{N(t) = 0, Y(t) = 0} ; n = 0 PI n (t) = Pr{N(t) = n, Y(t) = 0} ; n ≥ 0 PI n (x,t)dt is the joint probability that at time t, there are n customers in the retrial orbit, and the server is idle and the remaining retrial time of the server is between w and w + dt, where n ≥ 1 and PI 0 is the probability that the server is idle at time t, and there is no customer in the retrial orbit. Other states remain same as in classical queues.
Then, QI n,j (x,t)dt is the joint probability that at time t, there are n customers in the system and the remaining vacation time of the server is between x and x + dt, where n0. P n (x, t) dt is the joint probability that at time t, there are n customers in the system, the server is busy and the customer being served in the service channel with remaining service time lies between x and x + dt, where n1.
B n (x, y, t) denotes the probability that there are n-customers in the system at time t, the server is under repair and the remaining service time for the customer is equal to x, and the server is being repaired with the remaining repair time between y and y + dt. PI(t) denotes that the server is idle in the empty system at time t. Assuming that at steady-state, the probabilities are independent of time t we have
At steady state P n 0 ,QI n,j 0 , and B n 0 denote the probability that there are n customers in the system at the termination of service period,vacation period and repair period respectively.
III. CLASSICAL QUEUES
A. The Steady State System Size Equations
Observing the changes of states during the interval t , t + Δt for any time t, the steady state equations satisfied by the time independent probabilities are given by: , n ≥ 0 (8)
B. Probability Generating Functions
Multiplying the equations (1) to (8) by suitable powers of z and adding, the partial probability generating functions of the system size probabilities at arbitrary epoch when the server is in different states are obtained as shown in equations (9) The total PGF of the system size distribution is obtained by adding equations (9) to (12) and is given by P z = P * z, 0 +B * * 1 z, 0,0 + QI * z, 0 + PI
C. Stability Condition Using normalizing condition 1 = lim z→1 P z , we get 
D. Decomposition Property
The equation (18) can be written as
The equation (19) shows that the PGF of the system size of the model under consideration is decomposed into the product of two probability generating functions, one of which is the PGF of the single server bulk arrival queuing model with server breakdown without vacation and the other gives the conditional system size distribution 1 during the server idle period under the condition ρ< 1. The probability generating functions given in equations ( (9), (10), (11)) are compared with ((29), (30), (31)) when * → 1 and it is found that the corresponding partial probability generating functions are equal.
IV. RETRIAL QUEUES
VI. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In this section some useful performance measures of the proposed model are presented.
A. The Steady State System Size Probabilities:
Let P VI , P busy and P br denote the probability that the server is on vacation, busy state and breakdown state respectively. Then for classical queues the corresponding probabilities are obtained, by considering the equations in ( (9), (10), (11) In retrial queues, PI denote the probability that the server is idle when there are customers in orbit, the corresponding probabilities are obtained, by considering the equations in ( (29) 
B. Mean System Size
In this section the average number of customers waiting in the system, when the server is in different states are calculated. Let L VI , L busy and L br denote the expected system size when the server is in vacation state, busy state and breakdown state respectively. Then the derivatives of equations in (9), (10), (11) at z=1 give the required measures.Thus the mean system size corresponding to different states are given by,
= λ E X X − 1 E H + λ E X 2 E(H 2 )and
The total expected system size for the model can be obtained using equation ( 
